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VARIATION-NORM AND FLUCTUATION ESTIMATES FOR
ERGODIC BILINEAR AVERAGES
YEN DO RICHARD OBERLIN EYVINDUR A. PALSSON
Abstract. For any dynamical system, we show that higher variation-norms for
the sequence of ergodic bilinear averages of two functions satisfy a large range
of bilinear Lp estimates. It follows that, with probability one, the number of
fluctuations along this sequence may grow at most polynomially with respect to
(the growth of) the underlying scale. These results strengthen previous works of
Lacey and Bourgain where almost surely convergence of the sequence was proved
(which is equivalent to the qualitative statement that the number of fluctuations
is finite at each scale). Via transference, the proof reduces to establishing new
bilinear Lp bounds for variation-norms of truncated bilinear operators on R,
and the main new ingredient of the proof of these bounds is a variation-norm
extension of maximal Bessel inequalities of Lacey and Demeter–Tao–Thiele.
1. Introduction
Let T be an invertible bi-measurable measure-preserving transformation on a
complete probability space pX,Ω, µq. Given two measurable functions f1, f2 on
X, we consider their ergodic bilinear averages, namely
Mkrf1, f2spxq “ 1
k
k´1ÿ
n“0
f1pT nxqf2pT´nxq pk “ 1, 2, . . . q .
It was shown by Bourgain in [2] that if f1, f2 P L8pXq then pMkrf1, f2spxqqkě1
is convergent for µ-almost every x P X. Thanks to a bilinear maximal function
estimate of Lacey [14], Bourgain’s result remains valid for pf1, f2q P Lp1 ˆ Lp2 for
every pp1, p2, qq satisfying
1
q
“ 1
p1
` 1
p2
,
2
3
ă q ă 8, 1 ă p1, p2 ď 8 ,(1)
and this has been regarded as a bilinear analogue of the classical Birkhoff ergodic
theorem. A similar result also holds for a variant of Mk (namely the ergodic
bilinear Hilbert transform), see Demeter [3] and Demeter–Tao–Thiele [7].
Our aim in this paper is to further demonstrate that the sequence Mkrf1, f2spxq,
k ě 1, converges rapidly. To formulate a consequence of our estimates, we recall
the notion of fluctuations of a given sequence pa1, a2, . . . q. Given a scale λ ą 0,
the number of fluctuations in pakq with respect to this scale is the largest number
` such that there exists ` disjoint intervals
rn1,m1q, rn2,m2q, . . . rn`,m`q
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with the following properties: for every 1 ď j ď ` it holds that |amj ´ anj | ě 1{λ.
It follows from the Cauchy criteria that pakq is convergent if any only if it has a
finite number of fluctuations at every (finite) scale. Thus results of [2, 14] could
be interpreted as saying that: for almost every x P X, at every scale, the number
of fluctuations along Mkpf, gqpxq is finite. It turns out that this number grows at
most polynomially as λÑ 8.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that p1, p2, q satisfying (1). Then there exists R ă 8 such
that for every f1 P Lp1 and f2 P Lp2 the following holds: for almost every x P X
the number of fluctuations in the sequence pMkrf1, f2spxqqkě1 at any scale λ ą 0 is
bounded above by OpλRq, where the implicit constant is uniform over λ but could
depends on x and f1, f2.
For an interesting discussion about applications of fluctuation estimates in er-
godic theory, we refer the readers to Avigad–Rute [1] (cf. Kovac [11]).
Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.2 below, which provides
a more quantitative estimate. To formulate this result, we recall the notion of
variation-norm. Given Ω Ă R and a : Ω Ñ C, let its r-variation norm be
}aptq}V rt pΩq :“ sup
n,N0ă¨¨¨ăNn
p|apN0q|r `
nÿ
j“1
|apNjq ´ apNj´1q|rq1{r ,
in the sup we require Nj P Ω for every j. We also use the semi-norm variant rV r
defined similarly without the first term |apN0q|r.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that p1, p2, q satisfying (1). Then there exists R ă 8 such
that the following holds for every r ą R:
}Mkrf1, f2spxq}LqxpV rk q À }f1}p1}f2}p2
Via a modification of standard transference arguments (which we will detail in
Section 2), Theorem 1.2 follows from Lp estimates for bilinear singular integrals,
Theorem 1.3 below. To formulate the result, we fix some notations.
Given K : RÑ C sufficiently nice, consider the bilinear operator with kernel K
Brf1, f2spxq “
ż
R
f1px` yqf2px´ yqKpyq dy ,(2)
which is a priori well-defined for Schwarz functions f1 and f2. For any t ą 0 let
Bt be the bilinear operator with kernel t
´1Kpt´1yq.
We will be interested in K : R Ñ C such that the following properties hold
uniformly over ξ ‰ 0:
| pKpξq| À minp1, 1|ξ| q ,(3)
| d
n
dξn
pKpξq| Àn minp 1|ξ|n´1 , 1|ξ|n`1 q, n ě 1 .(4)
We will in fact work with K where (4) holds for 1 ď n ď n0, here n0 is some given
large number; now the implicit constants are allowed to depend on n0. In this
case, we will say that K satisfies (3) and (4) up to order n0.
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Theorem 1.3. Assume that p1, p2, q satisfies (1) and r ą 2. Then there exists n0
finite such that if K satisfies (3) and (4) up to order n0 then
}Btpf1, f2qpxq}LqxpV rt q À }f1}Lp1 pRq}f2}Lp2 pRq ,
where the implicit constant may depend on n0 and on the implicit constants of (3)
and (4) for 1 ď n ď n0.
Comparing Theorem 1.3 with Theorem 1.2, it can be seen that there is a dis-
crepancy between the two ranges r ą 2 and r ą R. With the current transference
techniques, it seems that to get the range r ą 2 for Theorem 1.2 one would need
a version of Theorem 1.3 that accommodates rougher K’s, such as Kpyq “ 1|y|ď1,
which would be an interesting open problem left for future studies. In fact, in
our transference argument we also prove a weaker version of Theorem 1.3 for this
particular K where instead of r ą 2 we only have r ą R for some finite R, see
Theorem 2.1.
Our proof of Theorem 1.3 could be viewed as a variation-norm extension of
Lacey’s proof of the boundedness of the bilinear maximal function in [14], although
we will follow more closely the expositions in Demeter–Tao–Thiele [7] and Demeter
[3]. The main new ingredient of the proof (compared to [14, 3, 7]) is a variation-
norm extension of maximal Bessel inequality for phase plane projections, which in
turn relies on variation-norm estimates for Fourier projection operators associated
with a collection of frequencies. Maximal estimates for these multi-frequency pro-
jection operators were introduced in Bourgain [2], and variation-norm estimates
for smooth multi-frequency Fourier projections were also considered in [17]. In
our context, it turns out that we need variation-norm estimates for sharp multi-
frequency Fourier projections, similar to the original settings considered by Bour-
gain. On the other hand, L2 bounds would be sufficient for our purpose, and these
estimates are proved in Theorem 8.1 by adapting an argument in [17].
We mention some closely related works in addition to [2, 14, 7, 3]. A dyadic
version of Theorem 1.3 was considered in our previous work [9] (which in turn is an
adaptation of Thiele [18] to the variation-norm setting). The method of proof in
Demeter [3] relies on a weaker version of Theorem 1.3 where the variation-norms
are replaced by finitary oscillation norms, which were also used by Demeter–Lacey–
Tao–Thiele [6] (see also Demeter [4, 5], Nazarov–Oberlin–Thiele [17]) to improve
the Lp ranges in the Bourgain return time theorem. For a nice introduction
to variation-norm estimates in harmonic analysis, see Jones–Seeger–Wright [10].
The time-frequency analysis framework used in our proof originated from Lacey–
Thiele’s proof of the boundedness of the bilinear Hilbert transform [12, 13].
1.1. Outline of the paper. In Section 2 we detail the transference argument that
deduces Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 1.3. In Section 3 we discuss how a short-long
decomposition of the variation-norm leads to a reduction of Theorem 1.3 to two
sub-theorems, which respectively treat the contribution of the long-jumps and the
contribution of the short-jumps. The proof of these Theorems will use restricted
weak-type interpolation methods, which we recall in Section 4.1. In Section 5 we
recall standard terminologies in time-frequency analysis, which will be used in Sec-
tion 6 to describe some wave packet representation for the operators underlying
the long-jump and short-jump contributions. Some old and new auxiliary esti-
mates will be recalled and proved in Section 7, Section 8, Section 9. In Section 11
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we prove a new variation-norm extension of the maximal Bessel inequalities of
Lacey [14] and Demeter–Tao–Thiele [7], which will be used in Section 10 and Sec-
tion 12 to prove the desired estimates for the contribution of the long-jumps. In
Section 13 we briefly discuss the needed cosmetic changes that could be applied
(to the treatment of the long-jump contribution) to get the desired estimates for
the short-jump contributions.
1.2. Notational convention. Given an interval I, we let cpIq denote the center
of the interval, and for each constant C ą 0 we let CI denote the dilate of I
around its center by the factor C. We will use e and i to refer to the numbers
expp1q and ?´1 respectively, leaving their non-boldfaced counterparts free for
other purposes.
For every interval I let rχIpxq “ p1` px´cpIq|I| q2q´2.
For each s ě 1 we let Ms denote the Ls Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator
Msrf spxq :“ sup
R
ˆ
1
2R
ż x`R
x´R
|fpyq|s dy
˙1{s
and abbreviate M :“M1.
Throughout the paper we let F denote the Fourier transformphpξq ” Frhp.qspξq :“ ż
R
e´i2piξxhpxqdx .(5)
Note that with this normalization we have
hpxq “
ż
R
ei2pixξphpξqdξ .
2. The transference argument
In this section we deduce Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 1.3 using a variant of
standard transference arguments in [2, 7]. Our first step is to show that the
continuous version Theorem 1.2 holds, namely
Theorem 2.1. For every t ą 0 let St denote the following operator
Strf1, f2spxq “ 1
t
ż t
0
f1px` tqf2px´ tqdt .
Then for every pp1, p2, qq satisfying (1) there exists R ă 8 such that for every
r ą R it holds that
}Strf1, f2spxq}LqxpV rt q À }f1}p1}f2}p2 .(6)
Proof of Theorem 2.1. If pp1, p2, qq that satisfies (1) we let n0 “ n0pp1, p2q be the
constant required in Theorem 1.3.
Fix r below. We divide the proof into two steps.
Step 1: Let R0 “ 2p1 ` pn0 ` 1q u0u0´1q where u0 “ minpp1, p2, 2qq ą 1. We first
show that for r ą R0 it holds that
} sup
λą0
λNpSt, λq 1r }Lqx À }f1}p1}f2}p2(7)
Clearly, we may find 1 ă u ă u0 and r0 ą 2 such that r ą r0p1` pn0 ` 1q uu´1q.
For brevity, let n1 “ pn0 ` 1q uu´1 .
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Now, for each 0 ă α ď 1{2 let Kα be a C8 function supported in r0, 1s such
that 1αďyď1´α ď Kαpyq ď 1, we may construct K such that |Kpnqα | À α´n for any
n ě 1.
It is clear that for any n ě 0 and k ě 0 we have
dn
dξn
pKαpξq Àn,k α´kp1` |ξ|q´k .
Therefore αn0`1Kα satisfies the assumptions (3) and (4) up to order n0 (we em-
phasize that the implicit constants are independent of α). Let Bt,α denote the
bilinear operator with kernel 1
t
Kαpyt q. It follows that for any r0 ą 2 we have
αn0`1}Bα,trf1, f2spxq}LqxpV r0t q À }f1}p1}f2}p2 .(8)
Let S˚ denote the positive maximal version of St, namely
S˚rf1, f2spxq “ sup
tą0
Str|f1|, |f2|spxq .
By the bilinear maximal estimate of Lacey, it holds that
}S˚rf1, f2s}Lq À }f1}p1}f2}p2 .
Let u ą 1 be such that u ă minpp1, p2, 2qq, then applying the above estimate for
the triple pp1
u
, p2
u
, q
u
q we obtain
}S˚r|f1|u, |f2|us1{u}Lq À }f1}p1}f2}p2(9)
Now, for brevity in the following we understand that St “ Strf1, f2spxq, Bα,t “
Bα,trf1, f2spxq, S˚ “ S˚rf1, f2spxq, and S˚,u “ S˚r|f1|u, |f2|uspxq1{u.
Given any sequence (or functions) taptq, t P Ωu, let Npa, λq be the number of
fluctuations with respect to scale 1{λ, i.e. the largest k such that there exists a
sequence of k disjoint intervals rN0, N1q, . . . , rNk´1, Nkq, where each Nj P Ω and
furthermore |aNj ´ aNj´1 | ą λ for every 1 ď j ď k.
For any t ą 0, using Holder’s inequality we have
|St ´Bα,t| ď p2αqpu´1q{uS˚,u .
Let β :“ p2αqpu´1q{u, we have
NpSt, 3βS˚,uq ď NpBα,t, βS˚,uq(10)
here the fluctuation counts are used with respect to the t variable. Using the basic
estimate λNpa, λq1{r0 À }a}V r0 and using (8), for every r0 ą 2 we have›››β1`n1S˚,u ¨N´St, 3βS˚,u¯1{r0›››
Lqx
“
“ p2αq1`n0
›››βS˚,u ¨N´St, 3βS˚,u¯1{r0›››
Lqx
À
À α1`n0}Bα,trf1, f2spxq}LqxpV r0t q À }f1}p1}f2}p2 .
Using the Holder inequality and (9), it follows that
}βS˚,u ¨NpSt, 3βS˚,uq
1
r0p1`n1q }Lqx À
À }S˚,u}
n1
1`n1
Lqx
¨
›››β1`n1S˚,u ¨N´St, 3βS˚,u¯ 1r0 ››› 11`n1
Lqx
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therefore
}βS˚,u ¨NpSt, 3βS˚,uq
1
r0p1`n1q }Lqx À }f1}p1}f2}p2(11)
We note that this estimate holds for any 0 ď β ď 1. Letting β “ 2´k{3, k ě 0,
and using the triangle inequality it follows that
}
ÿ
kě0
2´p1`qkS˚,uN
´
St, 2
´kS˚,u
¯ 1
r0p1`n1q }Lqx À }f1}p1}f2}p2 .
Since NpSt, λq “ 0 for λ ě 2S˚, and since S˚,u ě S˚, it follows that
}pS˚,uq´ sup
λą0
λ1`NpSt, λq
1
r0p1`n1q }Lqx À }f1}p1}f2}p2 .
Using Holder’s inequality and using (9), we obtain
} sup
λą0
λNpSt, λq
1
r0p1`n1qp1`q }Lqx À }f1}p1}f2}p2
therefore by choosing  small so that r ą p1` qr0p1` n1q we obtain (7).
Step 2: We now prove (6); the argument below is similar to an argument in
[8]. We plan to use bilinear Marcinkiewicz interpolation: given each pp1, p2, qq
satisfying (1) we may let R to be the largest R0 of the exponents associated with
any four rectangular weak-type endpoints. Let r ą R, then we could use (7) at all
of these weak-type endpoints. By monotone convergence it suffices to show that
for any increasing sequence of measurable functions pNkq it holds that
}p
ÿ
k
|SNk ´ SNk´1 |rq1{r}q À }f1}p1}f2}p2 .
Let T rf1, f2s “ přk |SNkrf1, f2s ´ SNk´1rf1, f2s|rq1{r. By bilinear interpolation it
suffices to prove the weak-type estimate
λ|tx : T rf1, f2spxq ą λu| 1q À }f1}p1}f2}p2
with uniform implicit constants over λ ą 0. By scaling symmetries and dilation
symmetry of St, we may assume λ “ }f1}p1 “ }f2}p2 “ 1. Let
E “ tx : sup
k
|SNk ´ SNk´1 | ą 1u
Clearly |E| ď }NpSt, 1q}q À 1. For x R E, we estimate T rf1, f2spxq by considering
level sets for |SNk ´ SNk´1 | (as a function of k) and obtain:
T rf1, f2spxqq À
´ÿ
jě0
2´jrNpSt, 2´jq
¯q{r
À,q
ÿ
jě0
2´p1´qqjNpSt, 2´jqq{r
Therefore by the Chebysheff inequality we obtain
|tx : T rf1, f2spxq ą 1u|1{q À |E|1{q ` |tx R E : T rf1, f2spxq ą 1u|1{q
À 1` p
ż ÿ
jě0
2´p1´qqjNpSt, 2´jqq{rdxq1{q .
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Using (7) for r“ r
1`δ where δ ą 0 is sufficiently small so that rą R, we haveż
NpSt, 2´jqq{rdx “ }NpSt, 2´jq1{r}q{p1`δqLq{p1`δqqx À 2jq{p1`δq
Therefore
|tx : T rf1, f2spxq ą 1u|1{q À 1` p
ÿ
jě0
2´p1´qqj2jq{p1`δqq1{q À 1
by choosing  ą 0 sufficiently small depending on δ (which in turn depends on r
and R). This completes the proof of (6). l
We now transfer Theorem 2.1 to the integers. Fix r ą R. We’ll show that for
any two sequences f1pnq and f2pnq indexed by Z it holds that
}ĂMkrf1, f2spnq}LqnpV rk q À }f1}`p1 pZq}f2}`p2 pZq ,
ĂMkrf1, f2spnq :“ 1
k
k´1ÿ
m“0
f1pn`mqf2pn´mq .
To see this, let St be the bilinear operator defined in (2) with kernel t
´110ăyăt,
where t ą 0. We extend f1 and f2 from Z to R by letting:
(i) F1pxq “ f1pnq if there exists n P Z such that |x ´ pn ` 1{2q| ă 1{3, and
F1pxq “ 0 otherwise;
(ii) F2pxq “ f2pnq if there exists n P Z such that |x ´ pn ´ 1{2q| ă 1{3, and
F2pxq “ 0 otherwise.
Let n P Z and x P rn´ 1
6
, n` 1
6
s. Then for any m P Z it holds thatż
măyăm`1
F1px` yqF2px´ yqdy “ 2
3
f1pn`mqf2pn´mq
Thus for any k ě 0 we have
SkpF1, F2qpxq “ 1
k
ż
0ăyăk
F1px` yqF2px´ yqdy “ 2
3
ĂMkrf1, f2spnq ,
and consequently
}ĂMkrf1, f2spnq}V rk À inf
xPrn´ 1
6
,n` 1
6
s
}SkpF1, F2qpxq}V rk .
It follows that
}ĂMkrf1, f2spnq}LqnpV rk q À }StpF1, F2qpxq}LqxpV rt q ,
and using Theorem 2.1 we can bound the right hand side by
À }F1}Lp1 pRq}F2}Lp2 pRq “ C 1}f1}`p1 pZq}f2}`p2 pZq .
Our next step is to transfer the result on Z to a more general setting. Let T be
a measure-preserving transformation on a complete probability space pX,Ω, µq.
Let f and g be given.
Fix a large integer N , which we will send to 8 later. All implicit constants
below are independent of N and x.
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For fixed x, let Mpf, g,Nqpxq be the r-variation norm of the finite sequence
indexed by 0 ď k ď N :
1
k
ÿ
0ďmďk´1
fpTmxqgpT´mxq .
Note that for every 0 ď n ď N the value of Mpf, g,NqpT nxq depends only on
fpTmxq and gpTmxq with |m| ď 2N . Thus, using the Z-result, it follows thatÿ
|n|ďN
|Mpf, g,NqpT nxq|q À ` ÿ
|m|ď2N
|fpTmxq|p1˘q{p1` ÿ
|m|ď2N
|gpTmxq|p2˘q{p2
Integrating over x P X and using the Ho¨lder inequality, we obtainÿ
|n|ďN
ż
X
|Mpf, g,NqpT nxq|qdµpxq À
À
´ ÿ
|m|ď2N
ż
X
|fpTmxq|p1dµpxq
¯q{p1´ ÿ
|m|ď2N
ż
X
|gpTmxq|p2dµpxq
¯q{p2
.
Using the fact that T is bi-measure preserving on pX,µq, we obtain
}Mpf, g,Nq}LqpX,µq À }f}Lp1 pX,µq}g}Lp2 pX,µq ,
and by sending N Ñ 8 we obtain the conclusion of Theorem 1.2. This completes
the transference argument, and the rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of
Theorem 1.3. We’ll assume that K satisfies (3) and (4) up to some large order
that may depend on p1, p2, q, r. We will also free the symbol St which could be
used in the future for different purposes.
3. Separation of short and long jumps
For any function aptq on R it is not hard to see that
}aptq}V rt À }aptq}St ` }ap2nq}V rn pZq ,
}aptq}St :“ p
ÿ
nPZ
}aptq}2rV 2t pr2n,2n`1sqq1{2
Applying this estimate to aptq “ Btrf1, f2spxq, the proof of Theorem 1.3 is divided
into two parts: the first part handle the long-jumps (i.e. }ap2nq}V rn pZq) and the
second part handles the short jumps (i.e. }aptq}St).
Theorem 3.1. For any r ą 2 and p1, p2, q satisfying (1) it holds that
}B2npf1, f2qpxq}LqxPRpV rnPZq Àp1,p2,r }f1}p1}f2}p2
Theorem 3.2. Assume that p1, p2, q satisfy (1) and r ą 2. Assume that Ks, 1 ď
s ď 2 is a family of kernels such that Ks satisfies (3), (4) up to a high order
n0 “ n0pp1, p2, q, rq, and furthermorepKspξq À |ξ| , ξ ‰ 0 ,(12)
and the implicit constants are uniform over 1 ď s ď 2. Then it holds that
}
ż 2
1
p
ÿ
nPZ
|
ż
f1p¨ ` yqf2p¨ ´ yq2´nKsp2´nyqdy|2q1{2ds}q À }f1}Lp1 pRq}f2}Lp2 pRq .
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Theorem 3.1 immediately takes care of the long-jump component of the variation
norm }Btrf, gs}V rt . Below we deduce the desired estimate for the short jump
component from Theorem 3.2.
We first note that if aptq is differentiable then using }.}rV 2 ď }.}rV 1 we obtain
}aptq}rV 2t r2n,2n`1s À }a1ptq}L1t r2n,2n`1s “ 2n}a1p2nsq}L1sr1,2s .
Therefore using Minkowski’s inequality we have
}aptq}St À }p
ÿ
nPZ
22n|a1p2nsq|2q1{2}L1sr1,2s
À }p
ÿ
nPZ
|p2nsqa1p2nsq|2q1{2}L1sr1,2s
We plan to apply the estimate to aptq “ Btrf1, f2spxq where x is fixed. Let
hpyq “ ´pKpyq ` yK 1pyqq, or equivalently phpξq “ ξ d
dξ
pKpξq. Let Ht be the bilinear
singular integral with kernel t´1hpt´1yq. Then
t
d
dt
Btrf1, f2spxq “ Htrf1, f2spxq ,
therefore
}Btrf1, f2spxq}St À }p
ÿ
nPZ
|H2nsrf1, f2spxq|2q1{2}L1sr1,2s
We may write H2nsrf1, f2spxq “
ş
f1px` yqf2px´ yq2´nKsp2´nyqdy with Kspyq :“
s´1hps´1yq, and it is not hard to see that Ks satisfies (3), (4), (12) uniformly in
s P r1, 2s. Thus, the desired estimates for the short jump component of Btrf1, f2s
follows from Theorem 3.2.
In the rest of the paper we prove Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. We will use
the restricted weak-type interpolation approach of [15], which will be discussed in
the next section.
4. Linearization and interpolation
4.1. Linearization. For each x consider a measurable function L : R Ñ Z`
the set of positive integers, and two sequences of measurable functions: a non-
decreasing integer valued sequence pknpxqqLpxqn“0 and a sequence panpxqqLpxqn“1 such
that
ř
ně0 |anpxq|r1 ď 1. Then an appropriate choice of L and such sequences
guarantees that
}B2kpf1, f2qpxq}V rk pZq ď 2
Lpxqÿ
n“1
´
B2kn rf1, f2spxq ´B2kn´1 rf1, f2spxq
¯
anpxq .
Similarly, for each s P r1, 2s we may find a sequence of measurable functions
pdnps, xqq8n“´8 such that
ř
n |dnps, xq|2 ď 1, and
p
ÿ
nPZ
|
ż
f1px` yqf2px´ yq2nKsp2nyqdy|2q1{2
ď 2
ÿ
nPZ
ż
f1px` yqf2px´ yq2nKsp2nyqdy dnps, xq
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The desired estimates in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 follow from certain
restricted-weak type estimates for the following tri-linear forms, which we will
discuss in the next section.
Λlongpf1, f2, f3q “
〈
Lÿ
n“1
´
B2kn rf1, f2s ´B2kn´1 rf1, f2s
¯
an, f3
〉
Λshortpf1, f2, f3q “
ż 2
1
Λshort,spf1, f2, f3qds
Λshort,spf1, f2, f3q “
〈ÿ
nPZ
ż
f1p¨ ` yqf2p¨ ´ yq2´nKsp2´nyqdydnps, ¨q, f3
〉
.
4.2. Restricted weak-type interpolation. For any G Ă R with finite Lebesgue
measure, we say that H Ă G is a minor subset if |H| ď |G|{2.
Let α “ pα1, α2, α3q P R3 be such that α1 ` α2 ` α3 “ 1 and at most one
αj could be negative. We say that a tri-linear functional Λpf1, f2, f3q satisfies
restricted weak-type estimates with exponents α if the following holds.
Case 1: minpα1, α2, α3q ě 0. Then we require existence of j0 P t1, 2, 3u with
the following property: for every triple pF1, F2, F3q of finite Lebesgue measurable
subsets of R we could find B Ă Fj0 minor subset such that
Λpf1, f2, f3q À |F1|α1 |F2|α2 |F3|α3(13)
for any f1, f2, f3 with the following property: |fj| ď 1Fj if j ‰ j0, |fj0 | ď 1Fj0´B.
Case 2: minpα1, α2, α3q ă 0. Let k be such that αk ă 0. By assumptions on α
the other αj’s are nonnegative. Then we require the above property with j0 “ k.
Let A be the hexagon on the plane L “ tα1 ` α2 ` α3 “ 1u with vertices
A1p´1
2
,
1
2
, 1q, A2p12 ,´12 , 1q, A3p
1
2
, 1,´1
2
q,(14)
A4p´1
2
, 1,
1
2
q, A5p1,´12 , 12q, A6p1,
1
2
,´1
2
q
By the interpolation argument of [15], to show Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 it
suffices to prove that in any given neighborhood (in the plane L) of any vertex of
A we could find α such that Λlongpf1, f2, f3q and Λshortpf1, f2, f3q satisfy restricted
weak-type estimates with exponents α. (Note that when α is near a vertex of A
it is automatic that at most one coordinate of α could be negative.)
It will be clear from our proof (of the restricted weak-type estimates for all
involved trilinear forms) that the index j0 and the exceptional setB depend only on
α and F1, F2, F3. Also, in the proof the choice of α (inside any small neighborhoods
of any given vertices of H) will not depend on the underlying trilinear form.
Therefore, a posteriori, to show the restricted weak-type estimates for Λshort it
suffices to obtain the same estimate for Λshort,s (with the same set of exponents),
provided that the implicit constants are uniform over s P r1, 2s. This uniformity
in turn is a consequent of the fact that the implicit constants in the assumptions
for Ks are uniform over s P r1, 2s.
Similarly, in the proof for Λlong we’ll decompose it into a weighted sum of simpler
trilinear forms, and it suffices to obtain the restricted weak-type estimates for
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each of the new forms (with the same set of exponents) provided that the implicit
constants are uniform.
5. Terminology of tiles and trees
In this section we recall some terminologies from [14, 7, 3] that will be used in
the proof. By a grid we mean a collection of intervals whose lengths are integral
powers of 2 such that if I, I 1 are two intersecting elements then I Ă I 1 or I 1 Ă I.
In addition to the standard grid G0 of dyadic intervals 2irm,m ` 1q, we will use
the grids
G`,t “
"„
2ipm` `
5
q, 2ipm` `
5
` 1q
˙
: i “ t pmod 4q,m P Z
*
where ` and t are integers, clearly G`,t depends only on ` pmod 5q and t pmod 4q.
We will also make use of the grids
G1 “
"„
2ipm` p´1q
i
3
q, 2ipm` p´1q
i
3
` 1q
˙
: m P Z
*
G2 “
"„
2ipm´ p´1q
i
3
q, 2ipm´ p´1q
i
3
` 1q
˙
: m P Z
*
.
It is clear that for every (not necessarily dyadic) interval I there is a d P t0, 1, 2u
and a J P Gd such that I Ă J and J Ă 3I; we then say that I is d-regular.
A tile p is a rectangle Ipˆωp Ă R2 of area 1 such that Ip is dyadic. A tri-tile P
will consist of a quadruplet of intervals pIP , ωP1 , ωP2 , ωP3q where IP is dyadic and|IP ||ωPi | “ 1 for each i. Associated to the tri-tile P are the three tiles Pi “ IPˆωPi
which justify the notation that is implicit in the previous sentence.
For each quadruplet of integers ν “ pj1, j2, e, iq such that 0 ď j1, j2 ď 4 and
498 ď |e| ď 4002 and 0 ď i ă 4000, consider the collection of tri-tiles
Pν “ t
´ “
2´i
1
m, 2´i
1pm` 1q˘,“
2i
1pn` j1
5
q, 2i1pn` j1
5
` 1q˘,“
2i
1pn` e` j2
5
q, 2i1pn` e` j2
5
` 1q˘,(15) “
2i
1p2n` e` j1 ` j2
5
` 1q, 2i1p2n` e` j1 ` j2
5
` 2q˘¯
: m,n, i1 P Z, i1 “ i pmod 4000qu
Above, we clearly have ωP1 P Gj1,i, ωP2 P Gj2,i, and ωP3 P Gj1`j2,i.
Fixing ν for the remainder of the section (some definitions below depend on ν),
we now recall, from [3] (cf. [15]), some notions of order for tiles.
Definition 5.1. For two tiles p, p1 we write
‚ p1 ă p if Ip1 Ĺ Ip and 3ωp Ĺ 3ωp1
‚ p1 ď p if p1 ă p or p1 “ p
‚ p1 À p if Ip1 Ă Ip and ωp Ă 10|e|ωp1
‚ p1 À1 p if p1 À p and 10ωp1 X 10ωp “ H
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It is not hard to see that if P, P 1 P Pν are two tri-tiles with P 1i ă Pi for some
i P t1, 2, 3u then P 1j À1 Pj for each j P t1, 2, 3uztiu.
The ordering above gives rise to the concept of a tree, which we recall below:
Definition 5.2. Let i P t1, 2, 3u. An i-overlapping tree is a collection of tri-tiles
T Ă Pν together with a top tri-tile PT P Pν which satisfies
Pi ă pPT qi for all P P T ztPT u.
We say that T is a tree if it is an i-overlapping tree for some i P t1, 2, 3u. We say
that T is a tree with top if PT P T .
A tree T is called j-lacunary if
Pj À1 pPT qj for all P P T ztPT u.
It follows that a tree is j-lacunary if and only if it is i-overlapping for some
i P t1, 2, 3uztju, furthermore for each P P T we have sgnpcpωPjq ´ cpωpPT qjqq “ i,j
where we define i,j “ sgnpeq for pi, jq P tp1, 2q, p1, 3q, p3, 2qu and i,j “ ´ sgnpeq
for pi, jq P tp2, 1q, p3, 1q, p2, 3qu. We will abbreviate IT :“ IPT .
Definition 5.3. We will say that a collection of trees T is strongly j-disjoint for
some j P t1, 2, 3u if
(1) Each T P T is j-lacunary
(2) If T, T 1 P T and T ‰ T 1 then T X T 1 “ H
(3) If T, T 1 P T, T ‰ T 1, P P T , P 1 P T 1, and ωPj Ĺ ωP 1j then IP 1 X IT “ H
(4) If T, T 1 P T, T ‰ T 1, and P 1 P T 1 then P 1j ę pPT qj
Note that, due to our choice of order on tiles, the condition (4) above is some-
what nonstandard (in comparison with, say, [3]). Also note that conditions (2)
and (3) imply that if T, T 1 P T, T ‰ T 1, P P T , and P 1 P T 1 then Pj X P 1j “ H.
6. Discretization
In this section, we discuss discretization, i.e. wavelet representation, for Λlong
and Λshort,s. We’ll largely follow [3]. We’ll discuss in details the process for Λlong,
the discretization for Λshort,s will be similar and discussed at the end of the section.
6.1. Cancellation between dilates. The point of conditions (3), (4) is that
they allow one to decompose K into much simpler kernels:
Lemma 6.1. If K satisfies (3) and (4) then
pKpξq “ 8ÿ
jPZ
cj pKjp2jξq , @ ξ ‰ 0 ,(16)
where tcjuj P `1pZq and each pKj could be furthermore written as the sum of dilates
of a single generating function pKjp¨q “ ř`ě0 pφjp2`¨q, where suppppφjq Ă t500 ď|ξ| ď 4000u, and it holds uniformly in j that
|φpnqj pxq| ď Cm,np1` |x|q´m(17)
for every m,n ě 0. If K satisfies (3) and (4) up to some high order then (17)
holds for m,n ďM with M comparably large.
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The utility of this approach lies in the following cancellation between dilates of
Kj: for every integers k1 ď k2 we have pKjp2k2ξq ´ pKjp2k1ξq “ řk1ď`ăk2 pφjp2`ξq,
which turns out to be convenient for reducing Λlong to wavelet operators. Namely,
by pulling out the sum in j, we thus see that the consideration of Λlong reduces to
considerations of Λj, defined by:
Λjpf1, f2, f3q :“
〈
Lÿ
n“1
´ ÿ
kn´1ď`ăkn
Bφj ,`rf1, f2s
¯
an, f3
〉
,
Bφj ,`rf1, f2spxq :“
ż
f1px` yqf2px´ yq2´`φjp2´`yq dy ,
and Bφj ,` could be decomposed into a finite number of discrete wavelet operators
at scale `; this decomposition will be discussed in Section 6.2.
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Observing that the given assumptions on pK implies the ex-
istence of pKp0`q and pKp0´q. We consider two cases. We’ll only consider the
setting when (3) and (4) hold for all orders; the finite order case could be achieved
by the same argument.
Case 1: Suppose that pKp0`q “ pKp0´q “ 0, then using the given assumptions
on K it follows that for every n ě 0 it holds that
| d
n
dξn
pKpξq| À |ξ|´n minp|ξ|, 1{|ξ|q
(the improvement is at n “ 0). Let η be a nonnegative C8 bump function on
t1000 ď |ξ| ď 2000u such that řj ηp2jξq “ 1 for every ξ ‰ 0. LetpKjpξq “ 2|j| pKp2´jξqηpξq ,
which is supported in t1000 ď |ξ| ď 2000u, it is routine to check that (16) holds
with cj “ 2´|j|, and dndξn pKjpξq Àn 1 for all n ě 0. Let pφjpξq “ pKjpξq´ pKjp2ξq, thenpφj has the desired properties.
Case 2: p pKp0`q, pKp0´qq ‰ p0, 0q. Let ϕ be such that pϕ is supported on
r´2000, 2000s and is in C8pR ´ t0uq, and pϕpξq “ pKp0`q for ξ P r0, 1000s and
ϕpξq “ pKp0´q for ξ P r´1000, 0q. Then by writing pK “ pφ`p pK ´ pφq and applying
the analysis in Case 1 for K ´ φ, we are left with pϕ, for which we will decom-
pose directly into the sum of dilates of a single generating function. Namely, letpφpξq “ pϕpξq ´ pϕp2ξq, it is clear that pφ satisfies the desired properties. l
6.2. Wave packet representation. Below we will decompose Bφj ,`rf1, f2s into
wavelet sums. For convenience of notation, we will suppress the variable j, namely
below φ “ φj whose Fourier transform is supported on t500 ď |ξ| ď 2000u and φ
satisfies (17) up to sufficiently high order.
Definition 6.2. We say that ψ is an L2 wave packet of order M adapted to a
tile p “ I ˆ ω if pψ is supported in ω and the following estimate holds for all
0 ď m,n ďM :
dn
dxn
´
e´2piicpωqxψpxq
¯
ď CM,N,n,m 1|I|n` 12 rχIpxqm(18)
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Lemma 6.3. Given any M,N ą 0, if φ satisfies (17) up to sufficiently high order
and pφ is supported in t500 ď |ξ| ď 4000u then for each ` P Z Bφ,`rf1, f2spxq can
be written as the sum over ν “ pj1, j2, eq, 0 ď j1, j2 ď 4 and 498 ď |e| ď 4002
integers, ofÿ
jPZ
2´N |j|
ÿ
PPPν :|ω|“2´`
|IP |´1{2 〈f1, ψj,P,1〉 〈f2, ψj,P,2〉ψj,P,3pxq ,(19)
where (uniform over tri-tiles P P Pν, i “ 1, 2, 3, and j ě 0) ψj,P,i is an L2 wave
packet adapted to Pi of order M (the constants in (18) may depend on M,N, ν).
Proof. We consider M “ 8 below, the finite case is similar. Recall that the Fourier
transform F is defined by (5). We first make several remarks about Bφ,`. Suppose
that the supports of pψ1 and pψ2 are contained in intervals ω1, ω2 respectively. Then
the identity
F rBφ,`rψ1, ψ2ss pξq “
ż
R
pψ1pξ ´ ηq pψ2pηqpφp2lp2η ´ ξqq dη
gives rise to two observations. First, if Bφ,`pψ1, ψ2q does not vanish then
pω1 ´ ω2q X t500 ¨ 2´` ď |ξ| ď 4000 ¨ 2´`u ‰ H.(20)
Second, the support of Fourier transform of Bφ,`pψ1, ψ2q is contained in
ω1 ` ω2.(21)
Now, turning to spatial localization, we have
e´2pii2ξxBφ,`rψ1, ψ2spxq “ Bφ,`re´2piiξp¨qψ1, e´2piiξp¨qψ2spxq .(22)
Since φ satisfies (17), it follows that if for some ξ, x1, x2 we have
dn
dxn
`
e´2piiξxψipxq
˘ ď Cn,m2´`pn` 12 qp1` |x´ xi|
2`
q´m
for each i “ 1, 2, and for every n,m ě 0, then
dn
dxn
´
e´2pii2ξxBφ,`rψ1, ψ2spxq
¯
ď(23)
ď Cn,m2´`pn`1qp1` |x1 ´ x2|
2`
q´mp1` |x´ px1 ` x2q{2|
2`
q´m
for each n,m ě 0. (Here we emphasize that Cm,n’s are independent of ξ.)
Fix a Schwartz function pψ supported on r0, 2{5q such that řjPZ | pψp¨ ´ j5q|2 “ 1.
For each pair of intervals pI, ωq with |ω||I| “ 1 letpψI,ω “ e´2piicpIqξ|ω|´1{2 pψp|ω|´1pξ ´ cpωqqq
which is supported inside the right half of ω. Using a Fourier sampling theorem,
for any Schwartz function f it holds that
f “
4ÿ
j“0
ÿ
ωPG0
|ω|“2´`
ÿ
IPG0
|I|“2`
〈
f, ψI,ω` j
5
|ω|
〉
ψI,ω` j
5
|ω| .
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Let ω1 “ ω` j15 |ω| and ω2 “ ω`p j25 ` eq|ω|. By (20), it follows that Bφ,`rf1, f2spxq
can be written as the sum over triplets of integers pj1, j2, eq, with 0 ď j1, j2 ď 4
and 498 ď |e| ď 4002, ofÿ
ωPG0
|ω|“2´`
ÿ
I1PG0
|I1|“2`
ÿ
I2PG0
|I2|“2`
〈f1, ψI1,ω1〉 〈f2, ψI2,ω2〉ϕI1,I2,ω,j1,j2,epxq ,(24)
ϕI1,I2,ω,j1,j2,epxq :“ Bφ,`rψI1,ω` j15 |ω|, ψI2,ω`p j25 `eq|ω|spxq .
By (21), pϕI1,I2,ω,j1,j2,e is supported on ω3 :“ r0, |ω|q ` 2cpωq ` p j1`j25 ` eq|ω| and,
by (23), satisfies
dn
dxn
´
e´2piip2cpωq`p
j1`j2
5
`eq|ω|qxϕI1,I2,ω,j1,j2,epxq
¯
ď(25)
ď Cn,m2´`pn`1qp1` |cpI1q ´ cpI2q|
2`
q´mp1` |x´ pcpI1q ` cpI2qq{2|
2`
q´m
ď Cn,m2´`pn`1qp1` |cpI1q ´ cpI2q|
2`
q´mp1` |x´ cpI1q|
2`
q´m
for each n,m ě 0. (Note that j1, j2, e are bounded.)
We now fix I1 and further divide the right hand side of (24) according to j :“
2´`pcpI1q ´ cpI2qq. For j “ 0 i.e. for terms in the sum (24) where I1 “ I2 “: I
we may define the tri-tile P “ pI, ω1, ω2, ω3q and the corresponding wave packets
naturally
ψ0,P,1 “ ψI1,ω1 , ψ0,P,2 “ ψI2,ω2 , ψ0,P,3 “ |I|1{2ψI1,I2,ω,j1,j2,e .
The remaining terms can be dealt with by using the rapid decay in |cpI1q´cpI2q|,
(25): we still define ψj,P,1 “ ψI1,ω1 , however to shift the localization of ψI2,ω2 to I1
we define
ψj,P,2 :“ p1` |cpI1q ´ cpI2q|
2`
q´L ¨ ψI2,ω2 ,
ψj,P,3 :“ 2Njp1` |cpI1q ´ cpI2q|
2`
qL`|I|1{2ψI1,I2,ω,j1,j2,eq
for some large L. (The rapid decay in (25) takes care of the extra factors in ψj,P,3.)
Finally, we split (24) up one more time so that whenever |I| ą |I 1| we have
|I| “ 24000k|I 1| for some positive integer k. Note that while this splitting gives rise
to the sparseness required by Pν , it also means that we need to relabel and rescale
the φj,P,i slightly to maintain the sequence of weights 2
´N |j|. l
It follows that to prove restricted weak-type estimates for Λlong, we are left with
showing the following theorem. In the theorem, ν “ pj1, j2, e, iq is any quadruplet
of integers such that 0 ď j1, j2 ď 4, 498 ď |e| ď 4002, 0 ď i ă 4000, and Pν is
defined by (15).
Theorem 6.4. Let r ą 2 and p1, p2, q satisfy (1).
Suppose that (uniformly over tri-tiles P P Pν, i “ 1, 2, 3), ψP,i is an L2 normal-
ized wave packet adapted to Pi up to order M sufficiently large (the required M
may depend on p1, p2, q).
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Then the trilinear form〈
Lÿ
n“1
ÿ
PPPν : 2kn´1ď|IP |ă2kn
|IP |´1{2 〈f1, ψP,1〉 〈f2, ψP,2〉ψP,3 an, f3
〉
satisfies restricted weak-type estimates with exponents α arbitrarily close to any
given vertex of A defined by (14).
Recall that
řLpxq
n“1 |anpxq|r1 ď 1. For convenience, let aP pxq :“ ampxq if m “
mpP, xq is the unique integer in t1, . . . , Lpxqu satisfying 2km´1pxq ď |IP | ă 2kmpxq,
and aP pxq “ 0 if such m does not exist. We also let φP,3pxq “ appxqψP,3pxq and
φP,i “ ψP,i for i “ 1, 2. Let P be a finite subset of Pν . It suffices to demonstrate
that the trilinear form
ΛPpf1, f2, f3q “
〈ÿ
PPP
|IP |´1{2 〈f1, φP,1〉 〈f2, φP,2〉φP,3, f3
〉
(26)
is of restricted weak type with exponents α, with P-uniform implicit constants.
6.3. Discretization for Λshort,s. Recall that
Λshort,spf1, f2, f3q “
〈ÿ
nPZ
ż
f1p¨ ` yqf2p¨ ´ yq2´nKsp2´nyqdydnps, ¨q, f3
〉
Using pKspξq À |ξ| we could proceed as in Case 1 of the proof of Lemma 6.1 and
obtain a decomposition pKspξq “ ÿ
jPZ
2´|j| pKs,jp2jξq
where pKs,j is supported in t1000 ď |ξ| ď 2000u and dnξn pKs,jpξq Àn 1 for all n ě 0.
Thus it suffices to consider restricted weak-type estimates for〈ÿ
nPZ
ż
f1p¨ ` yqf2p¨ ´ yq2´pn`jqKs,jp2´pn`jqyqdy dnps, ¨q, f3
〉
“
〈ÿ
nPZ
BKs,j ,nrf1, f2sp¨qdnps, ¨q, f3
〉
.
Now using Lemma 6.3 with Ks,j playing the role of φ, it follows that to obtain
the desired restricted weak-type estimates for Λshort we are left with showing the
following theorem. Below, ν “ pj1, j2, e, iq is any quadruplet of integers such that
0 ď j1, j2 ď 4, 498 ď |e| ď 4002, 0 ď i ă 4000, and Pν is defined by (15).
Theorem 6.5. Let r ą 2 and p1, p2, q satisfy (1).
Suppose that (uniformly over tri-tiles P P Pν, i “ 1, 2, 3), ψP,i is an L2 wave
packet adapted to Pi up to order M sufficiently large.
Let pdnqnPZ be a sequence of measurable functions such that řn |dnpxq|2 ď 1.
Then the trilinear form〈ÿ
nPZ
ÿ
PPPν : |IP |“2n
|IP |´1{2 〈f1, ψP,1〉 〈f2, ψP,2〉ψP,3 dn, f3
〉
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satisfies restricted weak-type estimates with exponents α arbitrarily close to any
vertex of A defined by (14).
7. Auxiliary estimates
The following bound follows from the Le´pingle inequality and a square function
argument, see [10] for details.
Lemma 7.1. Let ζ be any Schwartz function. Let ζkp¨q “ 2´kζp2´k¨q. Then for
r ą 2 and 1 ă s ă 8 it holds that
}pζk ˚ fqpxq}LsxpV rk pZqq Àr,s }f}Ls
Next, we have a Rademacher-Menshov type lemma:
Lemma 7.2. Let f1, . . . , fN be functions on a measure space X such that for every
sequence of signs 1, . . . , N P t1,´1u it holds that
}1f1 ` 2f2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` NfN}L2 ď B.(27)
Then
}
nÿ
j“1
fjpxq}L2xpV 2n q À p1` logpNqqB.
Proof. We rewrite
řn
j“1 fjpxq “ fnpxq `
ř
1ďjăn fjpxq. Estimating the V 2 norm
by the `2 norm, it is clear that
}fnpxq}L2xpV 2n q À
˜
Nÿ
j“1
}fj}2L2
¸1{2
À E1,...,n}
ÿ
j
jfj}L2 À B .
It remains to consider the contribution from
ř
1ďjăn fj. For each n P t1, . . . , Nu
we will decompose r1, nq into disjoint subintervals,
r0, nq “
ď
mďlog2pNq
ωn,m ,
as follows: Let I be the dyadic interval of length 2m`1 that contains n. If n is on
the left half of I then let ωn,m “ H. If n is on the right half of I then let ωn,m be
the left half of I. It follows that
}
ÿ
jăn
fjpxq}L2xpV 2n q ď
ÿ
0ďmďlog2pNq
}
ÿ
jPωn,m
fjpxq}L2xpV 2n q.
Since for each m, ωn,m is constant (in n) on dyadic intervals of length 2
m, we have
}
ÿ
jPωn,m
fjpxq}L2xpV 2n q À }p
ÿ
ω dyadic: |ω|“2m
|
ÿ
jPω
fjpxq|2q1{2}L2x
ď B.
here the final inequality follows from another appeal to (27) using sequences pjq
that are constant (as functions of j) on dyadic intervals of length 2m. l
We’ll also use a Bessel inequality, Lemma 7.3. For a proof see e.g. [7, Proposition
13.1]. Below recall that ψP,j are (unmodified) L
2-normalized Fourier wave packet
up to sufficiently high orders:
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Lemma 7.3. Let j P t1, 2, 3u. Let T be a collection of strongly j-disjoint trees,
let Q “ ŤTPT T , and suppose that }řTPT 1IT }L8 ď L. Then for any sequence of
coefficients tbP uPPQ
}
ÿ
PPQ
bPψP,j}L2 À logp1` Lq}bP }`2pQq.
8. A variation-norm multiplier estimate
In this section we consider a variation-norm version of Bourgain [2, Lemma
4.11], namely Theorem 8.1 below. In the following, let ξ1 ă . . . ă ξN be real
numbers. For each integer k we denote the sharp multi-frequency projection at
scale k onto ξ1, . . . , ξN by Πkrf s “ F´1r1Rk pf s, where Rk “ ŤξPΩpξ´ 2´k, ξ` 2´kq.
Theorem 8.1. For every r ą 2 and  ą 0 it holds that
}Πkrf spxq}L2xpV rk q ď Cr,N }f}L2 .
A variant of Theorem 8.1 with smooth multi-frequency projections was consid-
ered in [17], where a range of Lp estimates was obtained; for the current paper we
need sharp frequency projections, but L2 is sufficient.
The starting point of our proof is Lemma 3.2 from [17]:
Lemma 8.2. Suppose that tcku8k“0 is a sequence in RN , and 2 ă q ă r. Then
}
Nÿ
j“1
ck,je
2piiξjy}L2
yPr0,1spV rkě0q ď CN p
1
2
´ 1
q
q r
r´2 }ck}V qkě0p`2pRN qq
where C may depend on r, q and minj |ξj ´ ξj´1|.
Through a standard averaging argument (see e.g. the proof of Proposition 4.1
in [17]), the lemma above gives
Proposition 8.1. Let χ be a smooth function such that pχ is identically one on
r´0.9, 0.9s and supported on r´1, 1s. Assume that ξj`1 ě ξj`1 for each j, and let
χk,j be defined by pχk,jpξq “ χp2kpξ ´ ξjqq. Then for r ą 2 and  ą 0 it holds that
}
ÿ
1ďjďN
pχk,j ˚ fqpxq}L2xpV rkě0q ď Cr,,χN }f}L2
Proof. To keep the paper self-contained, we sketch the averaging argument. Let
fjpxq “ F´1r1|ξ´ξj |ď1 pfpξqspxq. Since ξj’s are separated, we have }f}2 « }pfjq}L2p`2j q.
Let M be the best constant such that if suppppgjq Ă rξj ´ 1, ξj ` 1s for all j then
}
ÿ
1ďjďN
pχk,j ˚ gjqpxq}L2xpV rkě0q ď M}pgjq}L2xp`2j q ,
by the triangle inequality and Lemma 7.2 it is clear that M “ Oχ,rpNq ă 8. Our
aim is to show that M “ O,r,χpN q. Since pgj is supported on rξj ´ 1, ξj ` 1s, for
|y| small we have
}gjpxq ´ e2piiξjygjpx´ yq}L2xp`2j q À |y|}gj}L2xp`2j q .
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Averaging over 0 ď y ď δ with 1 À δ ă 1 sufficiently small, we obtain
}
ÿ
1ďjďN
pχk,j ˚ gjqpxq}L2xpV rkě0q
ď Cδ}
ÿ
1ďjďN
e2piiξjypχk,j ˚ gjqpx´ yq}L2
yPr0,1spL2xpV rkě0qq `
M
2
}gj}L2xp`2j q
“ Cδ}
ÿ
1ďjďN
e2piiξjypχk,j ˚ gjqpxq}L2xpL2yPr0,1spV rkě0qq `
M
2
}gj}L2xp`2j q
using translation invariant and Fubini. Using Lemma 8.2 for each fixed x it follows
that for q ą 2 sufficiently close to 2 (depending on  ą 0) we have
}
ÿ
1ďjďN
pχk,j ˚ gjqpxq}L2xpV rkě0q ď C,q,rN }pχk,j ˚ gjqpxq}L2xpV qk p`2j qq `
M
2
}gj}L2xp`2j q
ď C,q,rN }pχk,j ˚ gjqpxq}`2j pL2xpV qk qq `
M
2
}gj}L2xp`2j q
ď C,q,r,χN }gj}`2j pL2xq `
M
2
}gj}L2xp`2j q ,
in the second estimate we used q ą 2 and in the last estimate we used Lemma 7.1.
Since this holds for arbitrary pgjq satisfying suppppgjq Ă rξj´1, ξj`1s, by definition
of M we obtain M ď Cχ,,q,rN  ` M2 , therefore M “ O,r,χpN q as desired. l
Now, using Proposition 8.1 and a simple square function argument, we obtain
a frequency separated version of Theorem 8.1. Namely, if ξj`1 ě ξj ` 1 for each j
then for r ą 2 and  ą 0 it holds that
}Πkrf s}L2xpV rkě0q ď Cr,N }f}L2 .
To remove the frequency separation requirement ξj`1 ě ξj ` 1, we will need the
following estimate, which will be proved using Lemma 7.2.
Proposition 8.2. Suppose that S is a finite set of integers. Then
}Πkrf s}L2xpV 2kPSq ď Cp1` logp|S|qq}f}L2(28)
Proof. Let n “ |S|. Let s1 ă . . . ă sn be elements of S. For j “ 1, . . . , n´ 1 write
fj “ F´1rp1Rsj ´ 1Rsj`1 q pf s
and let fn “ F´1r1Rsn pf s. Then, the fj are orthogonal in L2pRq, and Πskrf s “ř
jěk fj, so Lemma 7.2 gives (28). l
Proof of Theorem 8.1. By monotone convergence, it suffices to prove
}Πkrf spxq}L2xpV rkPra,bsq ď Cr,N }f}L2
for every finite interval ra, bs, provided that the constant is independent of ra, bs.
Now, we may choose tkjuNj“0 with
a “ k0 ď . . . ď kN “ b
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so that the number of connected components of Rk is constant on each interval
rkj, kj`1q. Then, for each x
}Πkrf spxq}V r
kPra,bs ď C}Πkj rf spxq}V rjPr0,Ns ` C
˜
Nÿ
j“1
}Πkrf spxq}2V r
kPrkj´1,kjq
¸1{2
.
The contribution to the L2x norm of the first term on the right above is acceptable
by Proposition 8.2. Furthermore, for each k, k1 P rkj´1, kjq we have
Πkrf spxq ´ Πk1rf spxq “ Πkrfjspxq ´ Πk1rfjspxq
where fj “ F´1rp1Rkj´1 ´ 1Rkj q pf s. Thus, using the orthogonality of the fj it
suffices to show that, for each 1 ď j ď N ,
}Πkrf spxq}L2xpV rkPrkj´1,kj qq ď Cr,N
}f}L2 .
Fix j and let M be the (constant) number of connected components of Rk for
k P rkj´1, kjq, clearly M ď N . For k P rkj´1, kjq we can write Rk as the disjoint
union of open intervals
Rk “
ď
1ď`ďM
I`,k
where I`,k1 Ă I`,k for k1 ą k. Let Ω “ tξ1, . . . , ξNu and define
L7 :“ t` P r1,M s : |I`,kj´1 X Ω| “ 1u , Π7krf s :“
ÿ
`PL7
F´1r1I`,k pf s
and let L5 “ r1,M s ´ L7 and define Π5 analogously. Clearly Πk “ Π7k ` Π5k.
Rescaling by a factor of 2kj´1 , an application of the known frequency-separated
case immediately gives
}Π7krf spxq}L2xpV rkPrkj´1,kj qq ď Cr,|L
7|}f}L2
and so it remains to consider Π5. For each ` P L5 let
ζ` “ minpI`,kj´1 X Ωq , ρ` “ maxpI`,kj´1 X Ωq
and I 1` “ pζ`, ρ`q, so that I`,k “ pζ` ´ 2´k, ζ`s Y I 1` Y rρ`, ρ` ` 2´kq. Now, define
Π5,1k rf s “
ÿ
`PL5
F´1r1pζ`´2´k,ζ``2´kq pf s
Π5,2k rf s “
ÿ
`PL5
F´1r1pρ`´2´k,ρ``2´kq pf s .
For k P rkj´1, kjq we obtain the decomposition
Π5krf s “ g ` Π5,1k rh1s ` Π5,2k rh2s
where g “ F´1rř`PL5 I 1` pf s (which stays the same under Π5) and
h1 “ F´1r
ÿ
`PL5
1pζ`´2´kj´1 ,ζ`s
pf s , h2 “ F´1rÿ
`PL5
1rρ`,ρ``2´kj´1 q
pf s
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Rescaling by a factor of 2kj´1 , an application of the known frequency-separated
case then gives
}Π5,ik rhispxq}L2xpV rkPrkj´1,kj qq ď Cr,|L
5|}hi}L2
for i “ 1, 2, finishing the proof. l
9. Size and a variation-norm size bound
We will use the following standard notion of size:
Definition 9.1. Let j P t1, 2, 3u, P Ă Pν, and f be a function on R. Then
sizejpP, fq “ sup
TĂP
˜
1
|IT |
ÿ
PPT
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2
¸1{2
where the supremum is over all j-lacunary trees contained in P and where the
functions φP,j are defined in Section 6.
The aim of this section is to prove:
Proposition 9.1. Let s ą 1, r ą 2, and P Ă Pν . Then for j P t1, 2, 3u
sizejpP, fq Àr,s sup
P,P 1PP
sup
IPĂIĂIP 1
ˆ
1
|I|
ż
|fpxq|srχIpxq2 dx˙1{s
where the inside supremum is over dyadic intervals.
We will make use of a John-Nirenberg type lemma, proven in [16]
Lemma 9.2. Let tcP uPPP be a collection of coefficients. Let j P t1, 2, 3u. For
1 ď p ă 8 let
Bp “ sup
TĂP
1
|IT |1{p
›››pÿ
PPT
|cP |2 1IP|IP | q
1{2
›››
Lp
where the sup is over all j-lacunary trees, and define B1,8 analogously. Then
B2 ď CB1,8
Recall that ν “ pj1, j2, e, iq with 0 ď j1, j2 ď 4, 498 ď |e| ď 4002, and 0 ď i ă
4000. We will also need the following lemma:
Lemma 9.3. There is a Schwartz function ζ such that for each j-lacunary tree
T Ă Pν, j P t1, 2, 3u, each sequence of coefficients tcP uPPT and each integer k with
2k ď |IT | and ´k “ i mod 4000 we haveÿ
PPT : |IP |ě2k
cPφP,jpxq “ e2piicpωpPT qj qx
˜
2´kζp2´k¨q ˚
”
e
´2piicpωpPT qj q¨
ÿ
PPT
cPφP,j
ı¸
pxq
Proof. One can check that for each P with |IP | ă |IT |, we have
ωP,j Ă cpωpPT qjq ˘ p10|IP |´1, 10000|IP |´1q
(the sign depends on e and j.) Choosing ζ with pζ “ 1 on p´10000, 10000q and pζ
supported on p´10001, 10001q, the fact that for P P T we have ´ log2p|IP |q “ i
mod 4000 then gives the lemma since 24000 ¨ 10 ą 10001. l
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Proof of Proposition 9.1. The case j “ 1, 2 of the desired conclusion is standard
and we could actually get s “ 1, so the argument below (while applicable for all j)
is only needed for j “ 3. By Lemma 9.2 it suffices to fix a j-lacunary tree T Ă P
and show that
1
|IT |1{s
›››` ÿ
PPT
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 1IP|IP |
˘1{2›››
Ls
(29)
Àr,s sup
P,P 1PT
sup
IPĂIĂIP 1
ˆ
1
|I|
ż
|fpxq|srχIpxq2 dx˙1{s .
By dividing T into maximal subtrees with top, we may assume that PT P T . Let
R denote the right side of (29). If supppfq Ă Rz2IT then for each P P T
| 〈f, φP,j〉 | 1|IP |1{2 ď C
ˆ |IP |
|IT |
˙M´2
1
|IP |
ż
|fpxq|rχIP pxq2 dx(30)
ď C
ˆ |IP |
|IT |
˙M´2
R .
With M sufficiently large (say M ą 3), it follows that the left side of (29) is
bounded above by
ď C 1|IT |1{s
ÿ
PPT
ˆ |IP |
|IT |
˙M´2
|IP |1{sR
ď CR
Thus, it remains to prove (29) for functions supported on 2IT . From this support
assumption, we see that it suffices (by choosing I “ IT ) to show›››` ÿ
PPT
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 1IP|IP |
˘1{2›››
Ls
ď Cr,s }f}Ls .(31)
By the usual Rademacher function argument, the left side of (31) is
ď sup
tbP uPPT
}
ÿ
PPT
bP 〈f, φP,j〉hIP }Ls
where the supremum is over all sequences tbP u of ˘1’s on T and hIP is the L2
normalized Haar function adapted to IP . After fixing such a sequence and using
duality, we are then reduced to showing the bound
}
ÿ
PPT
bP 〈g, hIP 〉φP,j}Ls1 ď Cr,s}g}Ls1(32)
where s1 “ s{ps´ 1q. Recalling the definition of φP,j the left side of (32) is
ď }
ÿ
PPT
|IP |ě2k
bP 〈g, hIP 〉ψP,jpxq}Ls1x pV rk q.(33)
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By Lemma 9.31 the display above is
ď }2´kζp2´k¨q ˚ “e´2piicpωpPT qj q¨ ÿ
PPT
bP 〈g, hIP 〉ψP,j
‰pxq}Ls1x pV rk q.
By Lemma 7.1, the display above is
ď Cr,s }
ÿ
PPT
bP 〈g, hIP 〉ψP,j}Ls1
À }g}Ls1 pRq
the second estimate follows from standard Caldero´n-Zygmund theory. l
10. A variation-norm size increment lemma
Proposition 10.1. Let P Ă Pν be a finite collection of tri-tiles, δ ą 0, r ą 2, and
j P t1, 2, 3u. Suppose that M (from the hypotheses of Theorem 6.4) is sufficiently
large depending on δ. Then for each α satisfying
sizejpP, fq ď α
we can find a collection of trees T, each contained in P, satisfying
sizejpPz
ď
TPT
T, fq ď 1
2
α,(34)
ÿ
TPT
|IT | À
ˆ}f}L8
α
˙δ
α´2}f}2L2 .(35)
Below, we show how Proposition 10.1 follows from the variation-norm Bessel
inequality, Theorem 11.1. The proof uses a standard stopping time argument,
which we recall in order to note that our condition (4) in the definition of strong
j-disjointness is satisfied.
Below recall that if T is i-overlapping then for each j P t1, 2, 3uztiu the sign
i,j :“ sgnpcpωPjq ´ cpωpPT qjqq depends only on i, j, e, and not on T (for details
see the discussion after Definition 5.2).
Proof. (reduction to Bessel inequality). By scaling f we may asssume that α “ 1.
It suffices to show that for each i P t1, 2, 3uztju we could find T satisfying (35)
such that for each i-overlapping tree T Ă PzŤT 1PT T 1 we have
1
|IT |
ÿ
PPT
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 ď 1
4
.(36)
Let T0 “ S0 “ H. Suppose T0, . . . , Tn and S0, . . . , Sn have been chosen and set
Pn “ Pz
` nď
k“0
Tk Y Sk
˘
If there are no i-overlapping trees T Ă Pn violating (36) then we finish by setting
T “ tTkunk“1 Y tSkunk“1.
1Here we use the fact that the variation over all k in (33) is the same as the variation restricted
to 2k ď |IT | and ´k “ i mod 4000 which is the same as the restricted variation for convolution
which is bounded by the variation over all k for the convolution.
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Otherwise, if Pn contains an i-overlapping tree violating (36) then we may choose
such a tree rTn`1 so that i,jcpωpP rTn`1 qjq is maximal. We then let Tn`1 be the
maximal (with respect to inclusion) i-overlapping tree contained in Pn which
satisfies PTn`1 “ P rTn`1 . Let Sn`1 be the maximal (with respect to inclusion)
j-overlapping tree contained in PnzTn`1 which satisfies PSn`1 “ P rTn`1
Since P is finite and Tn ‰ H, this process will eventually terminate, yielding
some
T :“ tTkuNk“1 Y tSkuNk“1.
We claim that the collection tTkuNk“1 is strongly j-disjoint (recall that this is defined
in Definition 5.3), and so Proposition 10.1 follows from Theorem 11.1. It suffices
to verify condition (3) and condition (4) of Definition 5.3.
In the following, let k ‰ k1, P P Tk, and P 1 P Tk1 .
For (3), assume that ωPj Ĺ ωP 1j . Then |ωP 1j | ě 24000|ωPj | which implies that
i,jcpωpPTk qjq ą i,jcpωpPTk1 qjq and so k ă k.1 But, since 3ωpPTk qj Ă 30|e|ωPj Ă 3ωP 1j
and P 1 R Sk we must have IP 1 X ITk “ H.
Now, to see condition (4), by symmetry it suffices to show that P 1j ­ď pPTkqj.
First suppose that P 1j “ pPTkqj, or equivalently P 1 “ PTk . Then for each P P Tk
we have Pi ď P 1i ď pPTk1 qi and so we must have k ă k1 or else every element of
Tk would have already been chosen in Tk1 . But, if k ă k1 then we would have
P 1 P Tk, contradicting P 1 P Tk1 . Now, suppose that P 1j ă pPTkqj. Then, as in the
verification of (3), i,jcpωpPTk qjq ą i,jcpωpPTk1 qjq and so k ă k.1 But, the fact that
P 1 R Sk contradicts P 1j ď pPTkqj. l
11. A variation-norm Bessel inequality
In this section, we fix σ ą 0 and assume that the order M of the wave packets
(from the hypotheses of Theorem 6.4) is sufficiently large depending on σ. Our
goal here is to prove the following variation-norm Bessel inequality:
Theorem 11.1. Let T be a collection of strongly j-disjoint trees, such that
sup
I dyadic
p 1|I|
ÿ
PPT
IPĂI
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2q1{2 ď 1 ď 2p 1|IT |
ÿ
PPT
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2q1{2 ,(37)
for each T P T. Let P “ ŤTPT T . Thenÿ
PPP
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 Àσ }f}σL8}f}2L2 .
As in [7], we prove Theorem 11.1 via a sequence of reductions.
11.1. Proof of Theorem 11.1, reduction 1. Thanks to Lemma 11.2 below,
Theorem 11.1 follows immediately from the following proposition:
Proposition 11.1. Assume P and T as in Theorem 11.1. Then for all δ ą 0ÿ
PPP
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 Àδ }NT}δL8
ż
|fpxq|2rχIpxq10 dx ,(38)
if IT Ă I dyadic for all T P T.
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Lemma 11.2 below in turn is a result from [7] where it was proved using a series
of interesting Lemmas. To keep the current paper self-contained, we’ll sketch a
direct proof, which simplifies some arguments in [7]. To formulate the lemma, we
first fix some notations. For S Ă T let NS denote řTPS 1IT , and define
}S}BMO :“ sup
I dyadic
1
|I|
ÿ
TPS:ITĂI
|IT | .
Lemma 11.2. Let A,B ą 0 and 0 ă δ ă 1. Let T be a collection of trees. If for
every subset S of T it holds that }NS}1 ď A}NS}δ8 and }S}BMO ď B}NS}δ8 then
}T}BMO Àδ B1{p1´δq , }NT}1 Àδ ABδ{p1´δq
Proof of Lemma 11.2. We first show that }T}BMO ď p3Bq1{p1´δq. It suffices to
show that for every dyadic interval I0 it holds that
1
|I0|
ÿ
TPT:ITĂI0
|IT | ď 1
2
}T}BMO ` 3δ{p1´δqB1{p1´δq(39)
Fix I0. Let S contains all elements T P T such that IT Ă I0 and the set tS P T :
IT Ă IS Ă I0u contains at most p3Bq1{p1´δq elements. Clearly }NS}8 ď p3Bq1{p1´δq,
therefore by the given assumption we have
}S}BMO ď Bp3Bqδ{p1´δq “ 3δ{p1´δqB1{p1´δq .(40)
Let J be the set of maximal dyadic intervals J Ă I0 such that the set tS P T :
J Ă IS Ă I0u contains more than p3Bq1{p1´δq elements. Clearly, for every T P TzS
such that IT Ă I0, IT is contained in one of these J ’s. It follows that
1
|I0|
ÿ
TPTzS
ITĂI0
|IT | ď 1|I0|
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
TPT
ITĂJ
|IT | ď }T}BMO|I0|
ÿ
JPJ
|J | .(41)
By maximality of J , there exists T P T such that IT “ J . Let SJ denote the
collection of such T , then }SJ}BMO “ }NSJ }8 “ |SJ |, therefore using the given
assumption we obtain }NSJ }8 ď B1{p1´δq. For every x P J it follows that
NSpxq ě
ÿ
TPT:JĹITĂI0
1IT pxq ě
´ ÿ
TPT:JĂITĂI0
1IT pxq
¯
´B1{p1´δq
ě p31{p1´δq ´ 1qB1{p1´δq ą 2 ¨ 3δ{p1´δqB1{p1´δq .
Together with (41), we obtain
1
|I0|
ÿ
TPTzS:ITĂI0
|IT | ă }T}BMO|I0|
}NS}L1pI0q
2 ¨ 3δ{p1´δq ď }T}BMO
}S}BMO
2 ¨ 3δ{p1´δq .
Using (40), (39) immediately follows, completing the proof of }T}BMO Àδ B1{p1´δq.
We now free the variables I0, S, J to be used for other purposes below.
Fix a large constant C ą 0 to be chosen later. Let S contain all T P T such that
IT is not a subset of tx : NTpxq ą CB1{p1´δqu. It is clear that }NS}8 ď CB1{p1´δq,
so by the given hypothesis }NS}1 ď CδABδ{p1´δq. It suffices to show that
}NTzS}1 “ OδpC´1}NT}1q .(42)
Indeed, from (42) by choosing C large we obtain }NTzS}1 ď 1{2}NT}1, thus
}NT}1 ď 2}NS}1 which implies the desired estimate.
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Let J be the collection of maximal dyadic subintervals of tx : NTpxq ą CB1{p1´δqu.
It follows that if T P TzS then IT is a subset of some element of J. Therefore
}NTzS}1 ď
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
TPT:ITĂJ
|IT | ď
ÿ
JPJ
|J |}T}BMO
ď }T}BMO|tx : NTpxq ą CB1{p1´δqu| ď }T}BMO }NT}1
CB1{p1´δq
.
Since }T}BMO “ OδpB1{p1´δqq, we obtain }NTzS}1 “ OδpC´1}NT}1q, as desired. l
11.2. Proof of Theorem 11.1, reduction 2. We first note that (38) follows
from the unweighted version where the factor rχ10I is not on the right hand side.
Indeed, writing 〈f, φP,j〉 “
〈
f rχ10I , rχ´10I φP,j〉 and using the fact that rχ´10I pxq is also
a polynomial in x (which implies that rχ´10I ψP,j is still a wave packet adapted to Pj
of order sufficiently large, recall also that φP,j and ψP,j are the same if j “ 1, 2 and
related by a variational factor if j “ 3), (38) follows from applying the unweighted
version to f rχ10I and the rescaled wave packets.
We now show that the unweighted (38) follows from the following proposition.
Proposition 11.2. Let T be strongly j-disjoint. Let P “ ŤTPT T . Then for every
L ě }NT}8 there exists P˚ Ă P with the following two properties:ÿ
PPPzP˚
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 Àδ Lδ}f}22 ,(43)
|
ď
PPP˚
IP | Àδ L´1
ÿ
TPT
|IT | .(44)
Indeed, apply Proposition 11.2 with L “ C}NT }8 for a sufficiently large δ-
dependent constant C. Now, to get (the unweighted) (38) it suffices to showÿ
PPP˚
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 ď 1
2
ÿ
PPP
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 .(45)
Let IP0 be a maximal interval in tIP , P P P˚u, and remove from P˚ all tri-tiles
P such that P is in the same tree as P0 and IP Ă IP0 . We repeat this process
with what is left of P˚. This algorithm gives a collection of tree T˚ such that
tIT , T P T˚u cover P˚ while řTPT˚ 1IT ď řTPT 1IT . Now, using (37) and (44),
(45) follows from the following sequence of estimates and choosing C large:ÿ
PPP˚
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 ď
ÿ
TPT˚
|IT | ď }NT˚}8|
ď
PPP˚
IP | À
Àδ pL{CqL´1
ÿ
TPT
|IT | ď 2
C
ÿ
PPP
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 .
11.3. Proof of Theorem 11.1, reduction 3. In this section we reduce Proposi-
tion 11.2 to the following more technical result. We first fix some notations. Given
A ą 1 and d P t0, 1, 2u, a collection of intervals I Ă G0 is pA, dq-sparse if
‚ for each I P I, AI is d-regular (see Section 5);
‚ for each I, I 1 P I with |I| ą |I 1|, we have |I| ě 2100A|I 1|;
‚ for each I, I 1 P I with |I| “ |I 1|, we have distpI, I 1q ě 100A|I 1|.
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Proposition 11.3. Let A,L, η P p1,8q and  ą 0. Let T be a collection of
strongly j-disjoint trees with }NT}L8 ď L. Let P “ ŤTPT T, and suppose thattIP : P P Pu Y tIT : T P Tu is pA, dq sparse. Then, there exists P˚ Ă P such that
|
ď
PPP˚
IP | Àη pA´η ` L´ηq
ÿ
TPT
|IT | , andÿ
PPPzP˚
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 Àη, ppALq ` L8A3´ηq2}f}2L2 .
Assuming Proposition 11.3 we will prove Proposition 11.2.
Let T be j-strongly disjoint and P “ ŤTPT T .
By a simple pigeonholing argument, given any A ą 1 we may partition P
into subsets P1, . . . ,PL where L “ OpA2q, with the following property: for each
1 ď k ď L there exists d P t1, 2, 3u such that tIP , P P Pku is pA, dq-sparse.
This partition also lead to a partition of each T P T, therefore Pk is also the
union of a collection Tk of j-strongly disjoint trees with }NTk}8 ď }NT}8 ď L.
Each tree in Tk could be further decomposed into subtrees such that: each of
the new subtrees contains its own top, and the top intervals of the subtrees are
disjoint. We obtain T1k a collection of trees with top, which is still j-strongly
disjoint, furthermore }NT1k}8 ď }NTk}8 ď L.
We are now in a position to apply Proposition 11.3 for T1k, producing Pk˚ Ă Pk.
Letting P˚ “ Ť1ďkďL Pk˚ and using L “ OpA2q it follows that
|
ď
PPP˚
IP | Àη pA2´η ` A2L´ηq
ÿ
TPT
|IT |ÿ
PPPzP˚
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 Àη, pA1`L ` L8A4´ηq2}f}22
The desired estimates for P˚ follows by letting  “ δ{2, A “ L{p1`q, and η large.
11.4. Proof of Theorem 11.1, reduction 4. Let I “ tIT : T P Tu. Let Dη ą 0
to be chosen later (depending only on η). For each I P I consider the DηpA´η `
L´ηq|I| neighborhood of its endpoints, i.e. the set of x such that distpx, BIq ď
DηpA´η ` L´ηq|I|. Let E1 be the union of these neighborhoods over I P I, and
let E2 “ třIPIpM1Iq2 ą L2u. We then let P˚ be the set of all P P P such that
IP Ă E1 Y E2. Using the Fefferman–Stein maximal inequality, it follows that
|
ď
PPP˚
IP | Àη pA´η ` L´ηq
ÿ
IPI
|I| ` L´p4`2ηq}
ÿ
IPI
pM1Iq2}2`η2`η
Àη pA´η ` L´ηq}NT}1 .
Let T2 “ tT P T : IT Ć E1 Y E2u and let I2 denote the set of top intervals of T2.
We now show that }řTPT2pMr1IT sq2}8 Àη L4, and this will allow us to reduce
Proposition 11.3 to Proposition 11.4 below. Since for each I P I2 there are at most
L elements of T with IT “ I, it suffices to show thatÿ
IPI2
pMr1Isqpxq2 Àη L3
uniform over x P R, which we fix below. By further dividing I2 it suffices to prove
that
ř
IPI3pMr1Isqpxq2 Àη L2 for every I3 Ă I2 with the following property: if
I, I 1 P I3 and |I 1| ă |I| then |I 1| ď 2´L|I|. By further dividing I3 we may assume
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that one of the following situations occur: (i) x P I for all I P I3; (ii) x is on the
left of I for all I P I3; (iii) x is on the right of I for all I P I3.
Now, the desired estimate is clear for (i), so by symmetry we only consider
situation (ii). By monotonicity we may assume further that x is the left endpoint
of some J P I3. By definition of E1 it follows that for every I P I3 ´ tJu we have
distpx, Iq Á L´η maxp|J |, |I|q. Using the pA, dq sparseness of I3, it follows thatÿ
IPI3
pMr1Isqpxq2 À
ÿ
|I|“|J |
pM1Iqpxq2 `
ÿ
|I|ď2´L|J |
pM1Iqpxq2 `
ÿ
|I|ě2L|J |
pM1Iqpxq2
Àη 1 ` Lη2´L ` inf
xPJ
ÿ
IPI3:|I|ě2L|J |
pM1Iqpxq2
À L2 (using the definition of E2).
Proposition 11.4. Let A,L, η ą 1 and  ą 0. Let T be strongly j-disjoint with
}
ÿ
TPT
pMr1IT sq2}L8 ď L .(46)
Let P “ ŤTPT T . Assume that tIP : P P Pu Y tIT : T P Tu is pA, dq sparse, and
sup
xPIP
distpx, BIT q ě DηA´η|IT |(47)
for all P P P, T P T. Then for Dη sufficiently large depending on η it holds thatÿ
PPP
| 〈f, φP,j〉 |2 Àη, ppALq ` L2A3´ηq2}f}2L2 .
11.5. Proof of Proposition 11.4. For convenience of notation, assume without
loss of generality that A2L is an integer. By duality, it suffices to show
}
ÿ
PPP
bPφP,j}L2 Àη, pALq ` L2A3´η(48)
for every sequence tbP uPPP such that }b}`2pPq “ 1, which we will fix below.
Let J “ tIT : T P Tu and let JA “ tpIT qA : T P Tu where pIT qA is an interval
in Gd (guaranteed by pA, dq sparsity) such that AIT Ă pIT qA Ă 3AIT .
From the pA, dq sparsity, it is clear that the map from IT Ñ pIT qA is bijective
from J to JA and that if IT Ĺ IT 1 then pIT qA Ĺ pIT 1qA.
We now decompose JA into “layers”. Let JA,1 be the set of maximal intervals
in JA and for m ě 1 let JA,m`1 be the set of maximal intervals in JAzŤmn“1 JA,n.
Now, since pIT qA Ă 3AIT for each T , using (46) we have
}
ÿ
JPJA
1J}L8 ď 16A2}
ÿ
T
pMr1IT sq2}8 ď 16A2L .
Thus, JA,1, . . . ,JA,16A2L partition JA. Letting Jm “ tJ P J : pJqA P JA,mu it
follows that J1, . . .J16A2L partition J . Thanks to pA, dq sparsity of J again, this
partition is consistent with the usual set inclusion ordering in J , in the sense that
if J P Jm, J 1 P Jn, and J Ĺ J 1 then m ą n.
For J P J let m be such that J P Jm, and define
PJ :“ tP P P : IP “ Ju
PăJ :“ tP P P : IP Ĺ J but IP Ć J 1 for all J 1 P
ď
m1ąm
Jm1u.
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We obtain the following partition of P:
P “
ď
1ďmď16A2L
ď
JPJm
PJ YPăJ .(49)
By definition of φP,j, it is clear that (48) will follow from the following estimates
}
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
PPPJ : |IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}L2xpV rk q Àη 1` log2pALq ` A´ηL(50)
}
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
PPPăJ : |IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}L2xpV rk q Àη, pALq ` L2A3´η .(51)
11.6. Proof of (50). Recall that }b}`2pPq “ 1. Recall that ψP,j is a wave function
of order M , which is assumed sufficiently large compared to η. We first estimate
the error term
Epxq :“
ÿ
JPJ : xRpJqA
ÿ
PPPJ
|bPψP,jpxq| .
Lemma 11.3. It holds that
}
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
PPPJ : |IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}V rk ď }
nÿ
m“1
ÿ
JPJm
ÿ
PPPJ
bPψP,jpxq}V rn ` 2Epxq .
Proof. Using the triangle inequality and the definition of Epxq, the left hand side
of the desired estimate is bounded above by
ď }
ÿ
JPJ : xPpJqA
ÿ
PPPJ : |IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}V rk ` Epxq
“ }
ÿ
JPJ : xPpJqA, |J |ě2k
ÿ
PPPJ
bPψP,jpxq}V rk ` Epxq .
Now, the intervals pJqA that contain x are nested, with larger interval belongs to
some JA,m with smaller m, thus we could bound the last display by
ď }
nÿ
m“1
ÿ
JPJm:xPpJqA
ÿ
PPPJ
bPψP,jpxq}V rn ` Epxq
ď }
nÿ
m“1
ÿ
JPJm
ÿ
PPPJ
bPψP,jpxq}V rn ` 2Epxq
finishing the proof. l
Lemma 11.4. It holds that
}Epxq}L2 Àη A´ηL .
Proof. We note that any T P T contributes at most Op1q tri-tiles to each PJ and
such a contribution would necessitate J Ă IT . Thus, |PJ | À }NT}L8 ď L, so
}
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
PPPJ
|IP |1{2|ψP,j|}L8 À L}
ÿ
JPJ
pMr1J sq2}L8 À L2 .
We also have
}1RzAIPψP,j}L1 ÀM A1´M |IP |1{2
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which gives
}
ÿ
JPJ : xRpJqA
ÿ
PPPJ
|IP |´1{2|b2PψP,jpxq|}L1 ÀM A1´M}b}2`2pPq “ A1´M .
Choosing M sufficiently large, depending on η, the desired bound for }E}2
follows by an application of Cauchy-Schwarz. l
Applying Lemma 7.3, we see that for any sequence tmu16A2Lm“1 Ă t1,´1u we have
}
16A2Lÿ
m“1
ÿ
JPJm
ÿ
PPPJ
mbPψP,j}L2 À p1` logpLqq
therefore, by Lemma 7.2 we have
}
nÿ
m“1
ÿ
JPJm
ÿ
PPPJ
bPψP,jpxq}L2xpV rn q À r1` logp16A2Lqs ¨ r1` logpLqs
which, combined with Lemma 11.4 and Lemma 11.3, gives (50).
11.7. Proof of (51). Here, we use two error terms
E1pxq “
16A2Lÿ
m“1
ÿ
JPJm
xRJ
ÿ
PPPăJ
|bPψP,jpxq|
E2pxq “
16A2Lÿ
m“2
ÿ
JPJm
xPJ
ÿ
m1ăm
ÿ
PPPăJm1|IP |ă|J |
|bPψP,jpxq|
where, if J P Jm and m1 ă m then we let Jm1 denote the unique element of Jm1
such that pJqA Ă pJm1qA.
Lemma 11.5. It holds that
}
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
PPPăJ
|IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}V rk À E1pxq ` E2pxq ` }
nÿ
m“1
ÿ
JPJm
ÿ
PPPăJ
bPψP,jpxq}V rn
` ` ÿ
m,JPJm
}
ÿ
PPPăJ : |IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}2V rk
˘1{2
.
Remark: A simpler analogue of Lemma 11.5 was considered in [7, Lemma 12.2].
Our Lemma 11.5 (and the following Lemma 11.7) in fact fills in a small gap in [7,
Lemma 12.2], where an error term similar to E2 was not treated.
Proof. By the triangle inequality
}
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
PPPăJ
|IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}V rk ď }
ÿ
JPJ
xPJ
ÿ
PPPăJ
|IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}V rk ` E1pxq
Let J1 Ĺ . . . Ĺ JN be the (nested) intervals in J that contain x. Choose
k1, . . . , kN so that 2
kl “ |Jl|, which (together with N) are functions of x. Then,
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the first term on the right of the last display could be rewritten as
“ }
ÿ
1ď`ďN
ÿ
PPPăJ`
|IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}V rk ď }
ÿ
`
ÿ
PPPăJ`
|IP |ě2k, |IP |ě|J``1|
bPψP,jpxq}V rk ` E2pxq
where, for the inequality above, we use the fact that J``1 Ĺ J` and so pJ``1qA Ĺ
pJ`qA. Using a long jump/short jump decomposition of the variation-norm, the
first term on the right side of the inequality above is ď A1 `A2, where
A1 “ }
ÿ
`
ÿ
PPPăJ` : |IP |ě2kn , |IP |ě2k``1
bPψP,jpxq}V rn
A2 “ 2 p
ÿ
n
}
ÿ
`
ÿ
PPPăJ`
|IP |ě2k, |IP |ě2k``1
bPψP,jpxq}2V rkn`1ďkăkn q
1{2.
It is clear that
A1 “ }
ÿ
`ăn
ÿ
PPPăJ`
|IP |ě2k``1
bPψP,jpxq}V rn ď }
ÿ
`ăn
ÿ
PPPăJ`
bPψP,jpxq}V rn ` E2pxq
“ }
nÿ
m“1
ÿ
JPJm
xPJ
ÿ
PPPăJ
bPψP,jpxq}V rn ` E2pxq
ď }
nÿ
m“1
ÿ
JPJm
ÿ
PPPăJ
bPψP,jpxq}V rn ` E1pxq ` E2pxq ,
A2 “ 2
´ÿ
n
››› ÿ
PPPăJn
|IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq `
ÿ
`ăn
ÿ
PPPăJ`
|IP |ě2k``1
bPψP,jpxq
›››2
V rkn`1ďkăkn
¯1{2
“ 2
´ÿ
n
}
ÿ
PPPăJn
|IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}2V rkn`1ďkăkn
¯1{2
ď 2
´ ÿ
m,JPJm
}
ÿ
PPPăJ
|IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}2V rk
¯1{2
.
l
Lemma 11.6. It holds that
}E1pxq}L2 Àη LA1´η .
Proof. Using Cauchy-Schwartz it suffices to show that for each m
}
ÿ
JPJm: xRJ
ÿ
PPPăJ
|bPψP,jpxq|}L2 Àη L1{2A´η}bP }`2pŤJPJm PăJ q .
Using the Fefferman-Stein maximal inequality and the fact that the intervals in
Jm are disjoint, it suffices to prove that if J P Jm and x R J thenÿ
PPPăJ
|bPψP,jpxq| Àη L1{2A´η}bP }`2pPăJ q|J |´1{2pMr1J spxqq2.
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Now, if T intersects PăJ then J Ă IT , therefore using (46) we see that at most
L trees in T contribute a given PăJ . Thus, using Cauchy Schwarz it suffices to
show that, for each T P T,ÿ
PPTXPăJ
|ψP,jpxq|2 Àη A´2η|J |´1pMr1J spxqq4.(52)
Choosing Dη large enough, the pA, dq sparsity and (47) imply that for each P in
the sum above
sup
yPIP
distpy, BJq ě DηA´η250A|J |1{2|IP |1{2
ě 249A|J |1{2|IP |1{2 .
Recall that M is the order of the wave packet ψP,j. Thus, for x R J , choosing M
large enough we obtain
|ψP,jpxq|2 ÀM 2´49ApM´4qp |J ||IP | q
´pM´4q|IP |´1pMr1IP spxqq4
Àη A´2ηp |J ||IP | q
´2|J |´1pMr1J spxqq4.
Summing over P P PăJ X T we obtain (52). l
Lemma 11.7. It holds that
}E2pxq}L2x Àη L2A3´η
Proof. By Cauchy-Schwarz, it suffices to show that for 1 ď m1 ă m we have
}
ÿ
JPJm
xPJ
ÿ
PPPăJm1|IP |ă|J |
|bPψP,jpxq|}L2x Àη L1{2A´η}bP }`2pŤJPJ
m1 PăJ q
The above bound will follow, by Cauchy-Schwarz, from the following two estimates
}
ÿ
JPJm
xPJ
ÿ
PPPăJm1|IP |ă|J |
|IP |1{2|ψP,jpxq|}L8 Àη LA´2η(53)
}
ÿ
JPJm
xPJ
ÿ
PPPăJm1|IP |ă|J |
|IP |´1{2|b2PψP,jpxq|}L1 À }bP }2`2pŤJPJ
m1 PăJ q
.(54)
To see (53) fix x and choose the unique J P Jm with x P J. As in Lemma 11.6,
it suffices to show that for each T P Tÿ
PPPăJm1XT : |IP |ă|J |
|IP |1{2|ψP,jpxq| Àη A´2η.(55)
Choosing Dη large, it follows (as in Lemma 11.6) that the following holds for every
P in the sums above:
inf
yPIP
distpy, BJq ě 249A|J |1{2|IP |1{2 .
Since |IP | ă |J | and P P PăJm1 , it follows that IP X J “ H. Since x P J , usingpA, dq sparseness and (47) we obtain
distpx, IP q ě 249A|J |1{2|IP |1{2 .
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Due to the restriction of the sum to tiles in a single tree, each dyadic interval is
the time interval of at most Op1q tri-tiles, and so for each k ą 0ÿ
PPPăJm1XT : |IP |“2´k|J |
|IP |1{2|ψP,jpxq| ÀM 2´49ApM´1q2´kpM´1q{2 ,
and summing over k gives (55).
To see (54) simply use the fact that the intervals in Jm are pairwise disjoint to
estimate the left side by
ď }
ÿ
PPŤJPJ
m1 PăJ
|IP |´1{2|b2PψP,jpxq|}L1 À }b}2`2pŤJPJ
m1 PăJ q
l
Applying Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.3 as in the proof of (50) we have
}
nÿ
m“1
ÿ
JPJm
ÿ
PPPăJ
bPψP,jpxq}L2xpV rn q À 1` log2pALq
Thus, using Lemma 11.5, Lemma 11.6, and Lemma 11.7, to finish the proof of
(51) it suffices to establish the following inequality (for each m and J P Ťm JL):
}
ÿ
PPPăJ : |IP |ě2k
bPψP,jpxq}L2xpV rk q À L}bP }`2pPăJ q.(56)
Let TJ be the collection of trees in T which contribute to PăJ . As above, we have
|TJ | ď L. For each T P TJ let ξT “ cpωpPT qjq. Then, for each P P T P TJ we have
ωPj Ă pξT ´ 10|e| ¨ |ωPj |, ξT ` 10|e| ¨ |ωPj |q.
Furthermore, from condition (4) in the definition of strong j-disjointness and the
fact that J Ă IT for each T P TJ , we have that
distpξT , ωPjq ě |ωPj |{4
for each P P PăJ and each T P TJ . Therefore, if we let
Rk “
ď
TPTj
pξT ´ 10|e|2´k, ξT ` 10|e|2´kq
and Πk be the Fourier projection operator Πkrf s “ F´1r1Rk pf s then, for each
k “ ´i mod 4000 we haveÿ
PPPăJ
|IP |ě2k
bPψP,j “ Πkr
ÿ
PPPăJ
bPψP,js.(57)
Thus, by Theorem 8.1 and Lemma 7.3 we have (56).
12. Concluding the proof of Theorem 6.4
Let P be a finite subset of Pν . Our aim is to prove that the trilinear form
ΛPpf1, f2, f3q “
〈ÿ
PPP
|IP |´1{2 〈f1, φP,1〉 〈f2, φP,2〉φP,3, f3
〉
(58)
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satisfies restricted weak-type estimates with exponents α arbitrarily close to any
vertex of A define by (14), with implicit constants uniform over P. We’ll consider
neighborhoods of A1p´12 , 12 , 1q, the other vertices could be treated similarly.
By (dyadic) dilation symmetry we can assume |F1| P r1{2, 1q. Fix s ą 1 close
to 1 to be chosen later, and choose
B “
3ď
j“1
tMsr1Fj s ě C|Fj|1{su ,
with C sufficiently large so that |B| ď 1
4
. Let |f1| ď 1F1´B and |f2| ď 1F2 and|f3| ď 1F3 . Decompose P “
Ť
kě0 Pk where
Pk “ tP P P : 2k ď 1` distpIP , Bcq{|IP | ă 2k`1u.
For P P Pk we have
sup
IPĂI
ˆ
1
|I|
ż
|fjpxq|srχIpxq2 dx˙1{s À 2k{s sup
IPĂI
ˆ
1
|2kI|
ż
|fjpxq|srχ2kIpxq2 dx˙1{s
À 2k{s inf
xP2kIP
Msr1Fj spxq
À 2k{s|Fj|1{s
Therefore, by Proposition 9.1, for j “ 2, 3 we have
Sj :“ sizejpPk, fjq À 2k{s|Fj|1{s.(59)
Here (and below) the implicit constants may depend on r, s, and βi (defined
below). Now, when j “ 1 we will obtain the improved estimate
S1 :“ size1pPk, 1Bcf1q ď C2´pM´2qk(60)
by exploiting the fact that the interval I in the last sup has to be contained inside
another IP 1 for some P
1 P Pk.
Now, applying Proposition 10.1 repeatedly, we obtain a decomposition of Pk
into collections of trees pTnqnPZ withÿ
TPTn
|IT | À 2n,(61)
such that for any T P Tn we have
sizeipT, fiq À 2´n{p2sq|Fi|1{p2sq.(62)
Now, for any tree T we haveÿ
PPT
|IP |´1{2
3ź
i“1
| 〈fi, φP,i〉 | ď 3|IT |
3ź
i“1
sizeipT, fiq.(63)
To see (63), by further decomposing T if needed we may assume that T is i-
overlapping for some i P t1, 2, 3u. Then estimating
|IP |´1{2| 〈fi, φP,i〉 | ď sizeipT, fiq
and applying Cauchy-Schwarz to estimate the remaining bilinear sum by
À |IT |
ź
jPt1,2,3uztiu
sizejpT, fjq
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one obtains (63).
Applying (61), (62), (63), we obtain
|Λkpf1, f2, f3q| À
ÿ
n
2n
3ź
i“1
minpSi, 2´n{p2sq|Fi|1{p2sqq ,
|Λkpf1, f2, f3q| :“
ÿ
PPPk
|IP |´1{2
3ź
i“1
| 〈fi, φP,i〉 |.
For any β1, β2, β3 P r0, 1s, we obtain
|Λkpf1, f2, f3q| À S1S2S3
ÿ
n
2n min
´
1, 2´n
β1`β2`β3
2s
3ź
i“1
|Fi|βi2sS´βii
¯
.
The above estimate is a two sided geometric series if we choose βi’s such that
β1`β2`β3 ą 2s (which is possible for s close to 1). Letting γi :“ 2sβi{pβ1`β2`β3q
we obtain
|Λkpf1, f2, f3q| À
3ź
i“1
S1´γii |Fi|γi{p2sq
À 2 ks p2´γ2´γ3´spM´2qp1´γ1qq
´ 3ź
i“1
|Fi|1´ γi2
¯1{s
(using (59), (60)).
Again assuming that β1`β2`β3 ą 2s we are guaranteed γ1 ă 1 and so, choosing
M large enough depending on β we may sum in k to conclude
|Λpf1, f2, f3q| À
´ 3ź
i“1
|Fi|1´ γi2
¯1{s
Since |F1| „ 1, we can ignore its contribution in the above estimate. Now, by
sending ps, β1, β2, β3q to p1, 1, 1, 0q inside the region tβ1 ` β2 ` β3 ą 2su X t0 ď
β1, β2, β3 ď 1 ă su, we obtain the desired claim.
13. Proof of Theorem 6.5
The proof of Theorem 6.5 is entirely similar to the proof of Theorem 6.4, essen-
tially the main difference is that variation-norm estimates such as the continuous
Le´pingle inequality (see Lemma 7.1) is replaced by the classical Littlewood–Paley
square function estimate. We briefly discuss the cosmetic changes, the details are
left to the reader. We may define φP,j “ ψP,j for j “ 1, 2, and φP,3 “ ψP,3dn if
|IP | “ 2n and 0 otherwise.
Now, the sizes are defined exactly as before, and to get the size estimates for
size3pP, fq (as in Proposition 9.1) we use the same proof, the only difference is near
the end we appeal to the classical Lp estimates for the Littlewood–Paley square
functions associated with scales of the underlying tree, instead of the continuous
Le´pingle inequality.
Now, to get the size increment estimate (as in Proposition 10.1) we use the same
reduction to a Bessel inequality as in Theorem 11.1. To prove this Bessel estimate
for the new φP,3, we follow the same sequence of reductions and the proof reduces
to proving Proposition 11.4 with the new modified wave packets. We perform the
same partition of P as in (49), and it suffices to show the following two analogues
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of (50) and (51). Below we let Sk denote the `2 sum of a sequence indexed by k
and pbP q is a sequence on P with normalized `2pPq norm.
}
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
PPPJ : |IP |“2k
bPψP,3pxq}L2xpSkq Àη 1` log2pALq ` A´ηL(64)
}
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
PPPăJ : |IP |“2k
bPψP,3pxq}L2xpSkq Àη, pALq ` L2A3´η .(65)
The proofs of these two estimates are similar. We’ll use the same error terms
Epxq, E1pxq, and E2pxq, and using analogues of Lemma 11.3 and Lemma 11.5 the
proofs of (64) and (65) reduce to proving
}p
ÿ
m“1
p
ÿ
JPJm
ÿ
PPPJ
bPψP,3q2q1{2}2 À r1` logp16A2Lqsr1` logpLqs(66)
}p
ÿ
m“1
p
ÿ
JPJm
ÿ
PPPăJ
bPψP,3q2q1{2}2 À r1` logp16A2Lqsr1` logpLqs(67)
}p
ÿ
k
p
ÿ
PPPăJ : |IP |“2k
bPψP,3q2q1{2}2 À L}bP }`2pPăJ q(68)
We note that the square norm is bounded above by the 2-variation norm. Thus,
using Lemma 7.2 the estimates (66) and (67) follow from Lemma 7.3. Similarly,
using Proposition 8.2 and the Fourier projection representation (57), the estimate
(68) follows from Lemma 7.3.
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